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A B S T R A C T

Introduction: Remarkable plasticity during the first year of life imparts heighted vulnerability of the developing
infant brain. Application of resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) in infants may contribute
to our understanding of neuroplastic changes associated with therapeutic interventions and/or brain insults. In
addition to showing clinically relevant incidental brain MRI findings, the objective of our pilot study was to test
feasibility of rs-fMRI methods at this early age in the context of pediatric perioperative critical care.
Methods: We report the case of a former 33-week premature infant born with long-gap esophageal atresia that
underwent complex perioperative critical care (Foker process) requiring prolonged post-operative sedation and
whom presented with incidental subdural hematoma. Rs-fMRI data was acquired before (at 1-month corrected
age) and after (at 2.25-months corrected age) complex perioperative care. We evaluated resting-state functional
connectivity (RSFC) using graph theory to explore the complex structure of brain networks.
Results: A transient increase in head circumference coincided temporally with lifting of sedation and initiation of
sedation drugs weaning, and qualified for hydrocephalus (93%) but not macrocephaly (>95%). RSFC analysis
identified networks spatially consistent with those previously described in the literature, with notable pre-post-
treatment qualitative differences in correlated and anticorrelated spontaneous brain activity.
Discussion: Current definitions of macrocephaly may require lower threshold criteria for monitoring of critically ill
infants. Although we demonstrate that available rs-fMRI could be effectively applied in a critically ill infant in the
setting of brain pathology, future group-level studies should investigate RSFC to evaluate maintenance of network
homeostasis during development of both healthy and critically ill infants.
1. Introduction

Despite limitations of direct clinical application, resting-state func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging MRI (rs-fMRI) in infants has emerged
as a promising non-invasive research technique (Redcay et al., 2007) to
examine systems-level functional brain organization. By exploiting tem-
poral correlations in the fMRI signal between anatomically distinct brain
regions, resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) identifies
large-scale brain networks. RSFC application has been rapidly extended
to infant populations (i.e. without task/stimulus-free), providing un-
precedented insight into functional organization of the developing brain
at fetal (Thomason et al., 2015, 2017), preterm (Doria et al., 2010;
Fransson et al., 2007; He and Parikh, 2016), and infant periods (Fransson
du (D. Bajic).
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et al., 2009; Gao et al., 2013; Wylie et al., 2014). RSFC provides a novel
imaging approach to evaluate newborn brain adaptations with potential
role in predicting developmental outcomes (Counsell et al., 2014), as
well as identify early biomarkers of abnormal states (Fransson et al.,
2007, 2009, 2011; Gao et al., 2009, 2011, 2014, 2016).
1.1. Case report

We evaluated RSFC in a former 33-week premature infant born with
long-gap esophageal atresia (LGEA) that underwent life-saving surgery
(Foker process (Bairdain et al., 2015; Foker et al., 2005; Foker et al.,
1997)) at 1-month corrected age, which required 5 weeks of subsequent
prolonged sedation as part of critical care management. Patient
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Fig. 1. Clinical Data. (A) Schematic timeline of complex surgical (Foker process
(Bairdain et al., 2015; Foker et al., 2005; Foker et al., 1997)) and critical care
treatment for long-gap esophageal atresia (LGEA) repair that includes prolonged
sedation and subsequent weaning of sedation drugs. Clinical course also
included 2 esophagoduodenoscopy (EGD) procedures. Red arrows indicate days
of research brain MRI scans (pre- and post-treatment). (B) Average daily dose
(mg/kg/day) over hospital stay (days) for morphine and midazolam. Vertical
dashed line marks the time of extubation, designating end of sedation and
beginning of drug weaning period. (C) Pain assessment scores FLACC and
WAT-1 (see Method Section) were recorded as part of clinical management
indicating pain and withdrawal evaluation, respectively. Documentation gap
(days 5–16) corresponds to period during which patient was intubated and fully
sedated. (D) Four clinical measurements of head circumference (cm) recorded
during hospital stay are shown (filled triangles) with corresponding percentiles
above each, as per World Health Organization growth charts. Gray areas denote
2-week period during which head circumference increased that notably coin-
cided with (i) initial “lifting” from sedation (Panel B) while patient was still
intubated in preparation for extubation (dashed line), as well as (ii) initial
weaning period following extubation (Panel A). Abbreviations: POST-Rx, post--
treatment; PRE-Rx, pre-treatment.
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underwent non-sedated fMRI research scans both before (at 1-month
corrected age) and after treatment (at 2.25-months corrected age). We
hypothesized that such treatment would lead to altered or delayed RSFC
expression. Although there was no clinical evidence of neurologic
impairment either pre- or post-treatment, we also report incidental finding
of bilateral chronic subdural hematoma on post-treatment MRI. This
report is unique in its efforts to demonstrate need for lower threshold
criteria of macrocephaly in critically ill infants, as well as to assess
currently available rs-fMRI protocols for future evaluations of brain
development in healthy and critically ill infant populations.

2. Methods

2.1. Patient characteristics and clinical information

The infant was recruited as part of a larger study (Mongerson et al.,
2019) with ethical approval from Boston Children's Hospital Institutional
Review Board. Former premature female caucasian infant, born at 33
weeks gestation (2.6kg) underwent initial pre-treatment MRI scan (at
1-month corrected age; 4.9kg) prior to corrective surgery for long-gap
esophageal atresia (LGEA; Foker process (Bairdain et al., 2015; Foker
et al., 2005; Foker et al., 1997); Fig. 1). Post-treatment MRI scan was per-
formed 5 weeks later (at 2.25-months corrected age; 6.04kg), following
completion of sedation and weaning treatment. Detailed clinical infor-
mation was obtained from electronic medical records (PowerchartR,
Cerner, London, UK) including: birth details, diagnoses, surgical events
(type, number and length), sedation treatment (drugs, dosages, and
length), weaning regimen (drugs, dosages, and length), pain scores using
two assessment scales (FLACC: Face, Legs, Activity, Cry, Consolability
(Voepel-Lewis et al., 2010)) and WAT-1: Withdrawal Assessment Tool -
Version 1 (Franck et al., 2008, 2012)), length of hospital stay, and mea-
sures of head circumference.

2.2. MRI acquisition

Infant was scanned under natural sleep in a 3T MRIscanner using 32-
channel receive-only head coil and body-transmission (Siemens Health-
care Inc. USA). T1-and T2-weighted images were acquired using MEM-
PRAGE sequence [repetition time/echo time (TR/TE) ¼ 2520/1.74 ms;
FA ¼ 7�; field of view (FOV) ¼ 192 � 192 mm2; voxel size ¼ 1 � 1 � 1
mm3] and fast spin echo (FSE) sequence [TR/TE ¼ 12624/110 ms; FA ¼
120�; FOV¼ 180� 180 mm2; 63 slices 2mm thickness; voxel size ¼ 0.35
� 0.35 mm2], respectively. Rs-fMRI data were acquired using 2D SMS
GE-EPI sequence (Setsompop et al., 2012) [TR/TE ¼ 1830/36 ms; FA ¼
65�; 63 slices with a 2 mm thickness (no gap); slice acceleration factor ¼
3, phase encoding shift factor¼ 3; FOV¼ 160� 160 mm2; voxel size¼ 2
� 2 � 2 mm3; Total volumes ¼ 197 (6 min)].

2.3. fMRI preprocessing

Image preprocessing used SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm)
and MATLAB Version R2017b (The MathWorks Inc.). The preliminary
steps included motion correction (realignment of each volume to the first
volume), structural and functional image co-registration, and
segmentation-based normalization (using corresponding T2 structural
image) to the University of North Carolina (UNC) neonatal template
including tissue probability maps (Shi et al., 2011). The normalized
images were interpolated to a resolution of 1mm3 isotropic voxels and
spatially smoothed using a 6mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM)
Gaussian kernel. No tissue based signal regression (including global) was
implemented during the preprocessing except for non-specific filtering of
the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signal and its first derivatives. Head motion
was removed through a 24-parameter expansion model and motion
scrubbing, as in Power et al. (2014). If framewise displacement (FD) at
any point in time exceeded 0.25mm, then that volume was flagged for
scrubbing [Total motion pre-treatment FDTotal ¼ 0.018mm; 1 volume
2
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Table 1
Summary of Clinical Neuroradiological MRI Findings. Pediatric neuroradiologist at Boston Children's Hospital reviewed both pre-treatment (at 1-month corrected
age) and post-treatment (at 2.25-months corrected age) brain MRI scans for clinically relevant findings. Table summarizes neuroradiological findings that included
characterization of cerebrospinal fluid, brain parenchyma, tracts, and incidental findings of clinical significance. Note prominent extra-axial space on pre-treatment scan
usually associated with prematurity, improvement of myelination maturation with time, as well as a novel incidental finding of bilateral subdural fluid collections on
post-treatment scan. Corrected age at scan was calculated as follows: postnatal age (weeks) – [40 – gestational age at birth (weeks)].

MRI scans Corrected Age
at scan (months)

Cerebrospinal Fluid (Extra-axial Space and Ventricles) Brain parenchyma (GrayMatter) Tracts (White Matter)

Pre-treatment 1 � Prominence of extra-axial spaces overlying cerebral hemispheres. � Under opercularization
of the Sylvian fissures.

� Mild heterogeneity of
cerebral white matter.

� No hydrocephalus, ventriculomegaly or subdural fluid collections noted.
Post-
treatment

2.25 � Novel finding of bilateral subdural fluid collections along frontal
convexities (7 mm L > 5 mm R) with mild mass effect on the L side
consistent with chronic subdural hematomas. No midline shift.

� Continued prominence
of Sylvian fissures.

� Myelination
progressed
and considered
age-appropriate.

� Ventricular system normal in size.
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censored; post-treatment FDTotal ¼ 0.059mm, 9 volumes censored].
Following confound regression, the residual timeseries was high-pass
filtered at 0.01Hz (100 s period).
2.4. Functional connectivity analysis

We evaluated RSFC using a graph theoretical approach to explore
structure of brain networks. Network partition was based on a neonatal-
specific parcellation map (Shi et al., 2011) including cortical and
sub-cortical regions of the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas
3

(Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). For each of the 90 regions-of-interest
(ROI), the mean timeseries was calculated from the denoised data, and
the pairwise Pearson correlation coefficient between node timeseries was
used as the network edge weight. Brain networks were visualized as
correlational matrices or spherical graphs of the edge weights.
Fig. 2. Incidental Finding of Chronic Subdural He-
matoma. Representative axial sections of T1- (left
panel) and skull-stripped T2-weighted (right panel)
images from (A) pre-treatment (1-month corrected age)
and (B) post-treatment (2.25-months corrected age)
MRI scans. Pre-treatment scan shows slightly
increased extra-axial space. Post-treatment scan shows
bilateral subdural hematomas along frontal convex-
ities (white asterisks; 7mm maximal depth on the left
(L) and 5mm on the right (R)) side with a visible
neomembrane (black arrows), indicating chronicity.
Collections are characterized by slight signal hyper-
intensity compared to CSF (left panel T1 images), with
minimal local mass effect applied on sulci of the left
frontal lobe. Brain parenchyma is notable for gray-
matter-white-matter intensity reversal on T1-
weighted scans typical of infants at this early age
(left panels).



Fig. 3. Spatial localization and tissue segmentation. (A) Neonatal T2 template (Shi et al., 2011). (B) Brain parcellation map of 90 putative regions-of-interest described
previously (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). (C/D) Spatial normalization of pre- and post-treatment T2 images. (E/F) Tissue class segmentation of pre- and post-treatment
T2 images into cerebrospinal fluid (green), gray matter (red), and white matter (blue).
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3. Results

3.1. Clinical course

Patient had pre-treatment MRI scan on hospital day 3 after which she
underwent 4 surgical procedures (15.07 hours of cumulative anesthesia
exposure; Fig. 1A). Post-Foker clinical treatment required prolonged
intubation necessitating sedation (15 days) and subsequent weaning (18
days). Post-treatment MRI scan was performed at 2.25-months corrected
age after total 33 days of sedating drug administration (Fig. 1B). For
summary of radiological findings, see Table 1 and Fig. 2. Respectively,
average daily doses for sedation, weaning, and total treatment were 1.67,
0.91, and 1.26 mg/kg/day for morphine, and 2.69, 0.65, and 2.18 mg/
4

kg/day for midazolam. FLACC and WAT-1 scores are illustrated in
Fig. 1C. Head circumference increased 1.5 cm during the 2-week post-
operative period that coincided with lifting of sedation and drug weaning
(Fig. 1D).

3.2. Spatial localization and image segmentation

Neonatal T2-weighted image and associated brain parcellation map
from the UNC template set are illustrated in Fig. 3A/B. Tissue distri-
bution maps, when used as spatial constraints, greatly improved the
segmentation of infant brain from CSF using SPM's unified segmenta-
tion algorithm. Spatial normalization and segmentation of the subject's
T2 images into brain and CSF tissue classes, with the use of the neonatal
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template tissue class maps, is illustrated in Fig. 3C–F. Radiological
assessment of the subject's images prior to LGEA surgical repair
revealed mild prominence of frontal extra-axial spaces (Fig. 2A). The
post-treatment scan revealed incidental bilateral chronic subdural he-
matoma in the absence of any clinical signs or symptoms (Fig. 2B).
Despite this, myelination maturation progressed during the 5-week
period between scans along with stable ventricular system size
(Table 1).
3.3. Resting-state functional connectivity

Fig. 4A shows the pattern of temporal correlations in ongoing
intrinsic fluctuations of the blood oxygen-level dependent (BOLD)
signal, that is, RSFC in the infant brain. A primary difference be-
tween pre- and post-treatment fMRI scans relates to the proportion
of positive- and negative(anti)-correlations in spontaneous BOLD
activity. Changes in ROI connectional relationships are illustrated
Fig. 4. Graph representation of infant functional brain networks. (A) Correlation m
distributions of correlation strength across all connectional pairs for pre- (blue) and po
profiles as spherical graphs. Network edge weights reflect the pairwise Pearson corr
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by plotting the frequency distribution of correlation strength across
all connectional pairs (Fig. 4B). The graph theory approach also
reveals that the infant brain may be more functionally segregated
(i.e. sparsely connected) in the pre-treatment state, whereas indi-
vidual regions appear more integrated (i.e. strongly connected) in
the post-treatment state (Fig. 4C). To evaluate statistical significance
of such results would require future group level analyses (see Dis-
cussion section).

4. Discussion

4.1. Clinical significance

In this report, head circumference transiently increased qualifying as
hydrocephalus but not macrocephaly (Alper et al., 1999; Andersson et al.,
1984; Castro-Gago et al., 2005; Gabaeff, 2013). Given the high incidence
of subdural hematoma in premature infants (Rooks et al., 2008; Zahl
atrices comparing pre- and post-treatment fMRI scan conditions. (B) Frequency
st-treatment scans (red). (C) Visualization of resting-state functional connectivity
elation coefficients (r).
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et al., 2011), and its variable (Gabaeff, 2013; Nelson, 1964) and
asymptomatic presentation (Gabaeff, 2013; Rooks et al., 2008), devel-
opment of more comprehensive screening protocols in critically ill infant
populations is vital.

4.2. Effects of complex perioperative clinical care on resting-state
functional connectivity

Although clinical application of RSFC analysis is limited, it allows for
our greater understanding of infant brain development. Using graph
theory at the individual level, we report remarkably robust and ubiqui-
tous presence of intrinsic coherent activity both at pre- and post-treatment
time points (Fig. 4). The patterns of RSFC were spatially consistent with
those previously described in premature infants (Damaraju et al., 2010;
Doria et al., 2010; Fransson et al., 2007; He and Parikh, 2016; Smyser
et al., 2010, 2016; White et al., 2014). We also report a change in the
proportion of positive and negative (i.e. anti) correlations in spontaneous
BOLD activity. This unique characteristic may prove informative with
regard to anticorrelated BOLD signal fluctuations, the electrophysiolog-
ical correlates of which are unknown. Anticorrelated BOLD functional
connectivity is a reproducible phenomenon (Shehzad et al., 2009)
commonly observed between networks supporting apparently competing
processes (Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2003), thus suggesting
“functional segregation” (Fair et al., 2007; Gee et al., 2011; Kelly et al.,
2008) possibly generated by direct or indirect inhibitory interactions
(Greicius et al., 2003). Sparse pre-existing studies in neonates and infants
that focused on prenatal exposure to drugs of abuse (Roussotte et al.,
2010, 2011; Salzwedel et al., 2015) also suggested altered RSFC. Possible
etiology of changes in presented case (e.g. prematurity, repeated anes-
thesia and surgery, prolonged sedation, hemodynamic instability, in-
fections, altered feeding, and/or incidence of subdural hematoma)
remains to be investigated.

4.3. Limitations and future directions

Caution is required when interpreting the findings of any individual
case. Several limitations should be considered:

○ fMRI images were acquired under natural sleep and as such are
vulnerable to motion. As outlined in Methods section, extensive ef-
forts were made to mitigate motion.

○ Graph-theory analysis performed at the individual single-session level
preserved individual variance in functional connectivity. However, it
did not allow for quantitative comparisons between pre- and post-
treatment conditions. Such group-level comparisons, probing differ-
ences in RSFC strength, modularity, and other network metrics,
require normalization of all infant scans into a common coordinate
system. The latter represents a major technical challenge in the
setting of rapidly changing brain morphology over the 1st year of life.
While extensive efforts were made to address challenges of registra-
tion, the current lack of available age-appropriate atlases may impede
future longitudinal RSFC comparisons (Graham et al., 2015; Mon-
gerson et al., 2017; Smyser and Neil, 2015)

○ Neonatal and pediatric researchers are becoming interested in map-
ping changes in brain systems responsible for treatment effects in the
same group of patients in the presence and absence of brain injury or
disease. Future studies are currently underway to examine whether
complex critical care (as described in this case) is associated with
generalized functional and structural (mal)adaptations depending on
severity of underlying disease (e.g. short-gap vs. long-gap perioper-
ative treatment). Insight into the effects of critical care interventions
could be used to improve safety and efficacy in infant pain
management.
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